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My intention was to use research as an imaginative method of creation. The project came from reading 
queer-feminist science fiction; thinking of different worlds, what might be left of an imagined future-pasts 
and how they might have emerged. It was not intended to be a fully realised vision of a future-past; it was to 
be spectral - might be going to be. The approach was to be speculative and peripatetic, and my research was 
to be subjective, fragmentary and slight, layering appropriated text and imagery from fiction, ancient art & 
archeology books, magazines and internet searches. 

I went to the space on the 23rd March, 5th, 6th, 13th, 20th, 27th April 2018 to work on my project. I packed 
things in a bag brought them in, brought them home, leaving behind fragments, photos and publications. I 
worked alone but spoke to other people within the spaces; the artists in residence, the Turf gallery team, 
workshop facilitators & attendees, people who walked in from the shopping centre and shop owners. 

I thought about something CC had said - “what does research look like” - I started with papers and 
sketchbooks, laying things out and making visible my thinking and connections. Research for me is printouts 
skim-reading, scraps and cutouts, tape and blue-tac, gathering, cutting, sticking and appropriating; it’s 
zooming out and then in, thinking, playing and placement, and having completely unrelated chats. The space 
gave me room for this. The research would be the outcome of fragments, text, archives, surreptitious 
photocopying. 

The reflections, shadows and shines of the Croydon Whitgift centre became important. Wandering around 
became important. The failed futuristic feel of the shopping centre felt like I was already in the archeology of 
past-future. Images from this also layered into the research. 

Pin-in, pin-out, move around, layer up, spread out; I worked in the leftovers of the MA students, accreting 
my own work into the space. Even though it was not a planned part of the project to interact with the public, 
just being present within the space and visible at the window invited people in, invited conversations. 

I got told off by a shop owner next door because she thought the research space looked messy and it was “not 
a good example to set the children”. It’s strange how people think you are responsible when you are working 
in an open / public space. I tidied up whilst remaining as quietly irresponsible as possible. In May I went 
back to put up some different work. In June I went back and handled the work of others, restoring the space 
and collating leftovers from different projects so the space would remain activated, even whilst people were 
temporarily absent. 

During my time at the research space I made new friends, this, and some of the outcomes led to work being 
in three separate shows. One was a group exhibition in May organised by the artists in residence. This was an 
open and warm-hearted gesture on their part, involving everyone who was working on the entire second floor 
- it dissolved some hierarchies and temporarily brought the whole space together (the work I made for this 
was separate from the research project). The second was a group show at Raw Labs and the third was a 
group show with the Feminist Library (these included outcomes from the research project). I ended up over-
making a specific outcome from this project and have not included those images. The work was about text, 
image, paper, digital and ultimately should have been lighter. The most successful were the publications, the 
collages and the documentation of the research. 

Space to layout, place, play and try-out is a premium - the research space gave me a space without pressure 
to ‘produce’. Consequently this project is still very present to me. In the end, some of the things that did 
come of out of it felt too pinned down, so I paused on the project for a while. By writing this now, it is the 
original images of ‘research’ that are the most interesting to me and the most relevant to the original 
intentions and ideas. It is my expectation to use another collaborative opportunity to carry on with this 
project, using a slighter hand and working more closely to my original approaches; more mights and maybes 
than definitives. 
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 Documentation of Research starting points

Sketchbook Collages
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“She'll have to go home and feed her cat (multi-world problems)”  
silicon carbide on A3 black & white fold-out zine-poster, 2018 - 
shown as part of  the Feminist Library’s ‘Archiving the Feminist 

Experience’ summer exhibition.

Presentations of Research

Documentation of Research

https://joannenewman.net/shell-have-to-come-home-and-feed-her-cat
https://joannenewman.net/shell-have-to-come-home-and-feed-her-cat

